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Mohit:    Hi   Bhuvan,   how   are   you   doing   today?   
  

Bhuvan:    I   am   doing   very   well,   thank   you   for   asking.   What   about   you?   
  

Mohit   -    I   am   fantastic,   thank   you   very   much.   Bhuvan,   our   company,   Maverick   Electricals   is   
still   a   start-up,   if   I   may   say.   We   were   founded   in   2010   by   three   best   friends   in   college   and   
today,   we   are   a   proud   family   of   more   than   1500   employees,   offices   in   3   countries,   and   more   
than   700   patents   to   our   name.   We   are   always   looking   for   new   people   for   fresh   perspectives   
and   insights.   I   see   that   you   did   quite   well   in   your   pre-employment   tests   and   I   will   be   
conducting   the   second   round   of   face-to-face   Skype   interviews.   Are   you   ready?   



  
Bhuvan   -    I,   most   definitely   am   Mohit.   
  

Mohit   -    Great!   So   Are   you   comfortable   making   cold   calls?   
  

Bhuvan   -    I   am—yes.   The   results   can   be   unpredictable   when   you   pick   up   the   phone,   but   I   
find   that   doing   research   on   the   person   and   the   company   can   help   make   this   type   of   call   
successful.   I   had   great   success   with   this   tactic   during   my   time   at   Goose   Electronics.   
  

Mohit    -   That’s   good   to   know,   Bhuvan.   At   Goose   Electronics,   have   you   consistently   met   your   
sales   goals?   
  

Bhuvan   -    At   Goose   Electronics,   I've   been   one   of   the   top   salespeople   in   the   department   for   
the   past   six   quarters.   Prior   to   that,   I   had   a   really   rough   quarter.   I   was   discouraged   but   then   
realized   it   was   an   opportunity   to   re-think   my   strategy,   and   it's   been   really   exciting   to   see   
those   adjustments   have   such   a   positive   payoff.   
  

Mohit   -    Wonderful   and   what   motivated   you   to   get   that   spirit   going?   
  

Bhuvan   -    I   decided   that   every   quarter,   I   will   strive   to   go   beyond   my   quota   and   compete   
with   my   personal   best   results   from   previous   periods.   My   goal   is   always   to   see   growth   in   my   
sales   records   with   each   new   quarter.   
  

Mohit    -   Wow!   And   how   would   your   colleagues   describe   you?   
  

Bhuvan   -    My   peers   at   work   always   mention   my   persistence.   So   often,   I   think   sales   are   lost   
because   of   a   lack   of   follow-through.   So   I'm   always   determined   to   have   a   strategy   with   
scheduled   benchmarks   when   it   comes   to   interacting   with   prospects   —   that   way,   I   never   miss   
a   potential   powerful   touch-point   moment.   
  

Mohit   -    That’s   great!   And   what   makes   you   a   good   salesperson?   
  

Bhuvan   -    I   enjoy   the   personal   connections   with   prospects   and   customers,   but   I   think   where   
I   really   shine   is   in   the   details.   I'm   hyper-organized;   my   calendar   is   full   of   reminders   to   
follow   up   with   customers,   and   I   never   let   an   email   linger   without   quickly   responding.   Plus,   I   
always   spend   time   with   new   products   —   lots   of   time.   This   allows   me   to   be   able   to   answer   
questions   fluently,   showing   off   features   that   aren't   always   obvious.   
  

Mohit   -    That’s   interesting   Bhuvan.   That   will   be   all   for   today   and   I   will   get   in   touch   with   you   
soon   for   further   proceedings.     
  

Bhuvan   -    Thank   you   Mohit.   It   was   a   pleasure   talking   to   you   today.   Have   a   good   day.   
  

Mohit   -    You   too.   
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Dear   Bhuvan,     
  

Thank   you   for   taking   the   time   to   talk   to   us   about   the   Internal   Sales   Executive   position.     
  

We   enjoyed   getting   to   know   you   and   we’d   like   to    invite    you   for   a   second   interview   at   our   
office.   
  

Your   interview   will   be   with   Sarena   Gomes,   Operations   Manager,   and   will   last   approximately   
30   minutes.   
  

Would   you   be    available    on   August   04,   2021,   at   16:00   hours?   Please   let   me   know   if   another   
date   or   time   would   work   best   for   you.   
  

Looking   forward   to   meeting   you   again,   
  

All   the   best   
Mohit   Bhandari   
Manager.   Maverick   Electronics   
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